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This article develops a root growth model which adjusts root distribution and rooting depth
in the root water uptake model based on the cost-benefit theory, and the model verified
by observational data is used to simulate the root depth and distribution from 1971 to
2020 to analyze and study the drying soil layers (DSLs), but this article is not thorough
enough in some respects. It is of great practical significance for artificial afforestation to
analyze the changes of the root system over water-scarce areas such as the Loess
Plateau, and the regional analysis chart formed in the article has certain significance for
various arid and semi-arid areas to carry out the regional ecological restoration.
As one of the important issues that this research focuses on, although DSLs have been
extensively reported in artificial forest land, the issue should be introduced with a certain
background in the introduction part.
Line 46: “complicated morphological distribution” should be “a complicated morphological
distribution”.
Line 331: “imply” should be “implies”.
Line 352 and 353: “a NSE” should be “an NSE”.
Line 361: “non-availability” should be “the non-availability”.
Line 462: “the dynamic approach resulted in root uptake of 24 mm” should be “the
dynamic approach resulted in a root uptake of 24 mm”.
Line 500-502: “Comparisons between the static and dynamic rooting depth approaches
also determined that the former was incapable of reproducing the occurrence and
evolution of the drying soil layers that have been widely reported in this region (Fig 12).”
How this conclusion was obtained needs a more detailed and in-depth explanation.
Line 509-511: “Exploration of water from wetter but deeper soil is also an adaption
strategy when it is more profitable, usually with more cost when coarse root growth
requires additional biomass investment.” please provide evidence or reference for how this
conclusion was obtained.

Line 503-513: “Notably, the development of the drying soil layers is predominantly due to
water utilisation by the deep fine roots, which accounts for approximately only 5% of the
total profile uptake (Fig. 11). Although minor compared with the total, it caused a 505
sustained negative soil water balance in the deep soil due to difficulties in receiving
recharge, as described in the results section. The continuous development of the lower
boundary of the drying soil layer implies that its recovery is critically difficult. This is
because of the large thickness and vast storage capacity of loess soil (Huang and Shao,
2019). Plants tend to develop more fine roots in the topsoil and use more soil water due
to lower costs but higher benefits, that is, a more profitable adaptation strategy when
experiencing water stress. Exploration of water from wetter but deeper soil is also an
adaption strategy when it is more profitable, usually with more cost when coarse root
growth requires additional biomass investment. This explains why the top 2.0 soil was the
most active zone of water uptake in this study. Depletion of topsoil always vacates the
storage for infiltration, making it difficult for the rainfall to replenish the deeper dried soil
layer or groundwater (Turkeltaub et al., 2018).” Please supplement the significance of this
research from a practical perspective in combination with the actual vegetation restoration
situation on the Loess Plateau.
Figure 8: Since the circles on Figures 8b and 8c represent observation values, please
explain what their different colors mean in the caption.
Figure 10b: The DD symbol has a black edge but the SD symbol does not. Please unify the
style.
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